Student: Ambati, Chaitanya
Supervisor: Dr Michael Lin
Title: The management impact of clinically significant incidental lesions detected on staging FDG PET-CT in patients with non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC): an analysis of 649 cases
Authors: Lin M, Ambati C

Student: Chung, Alex
Supervisor: Dr Sally Nathan
Title: The role of staff in a therapeutic community for adolescents
Oral Presentation: 6th International Conference on Drugs and Young People, Melbourne, 2011
Authors: Chu A, Nathan S, Kirton M, O'Connor R, Alberta L

Student: Corrigan, Ellen
Supervisor: Dr Iromi Samarasinghe
Title: Disaster preparedness in an Australian urban trauma center: staff knowledge and perceptions
Article: Prehospital and Disaster Medicine, 2012, 27(5):432-8
Authors: Corrigan E, Samrasinghe I

Student: Daniel, Gunar
Supervisor: Dr Claire Wakefield
Title: Family information needs at childhood cancer treatment completion
Authors: Wakefield CE, Butow P, Fleming CA, Daniel G, Cohn RJ

Student: Daniel, Gunar
Supervisor: Dr Claire Wakefield
Title: Accommodation in pediatric oncology: parental experiences, preferences and unmet needs
Authors: Daniel G, Wakefield CE, Ryan B, Fleming CA, Levett N, Cohn RJ

Student: Daniel, Gunar
Supervisor: Dr Claire Wakefield
Title: Perceptions of support received and needed by families of childhood cancer survivors recently off treatment
Oral Presentation: World Cancer Congress, Dalian, China, 2011
Authors: Wakefield CE, McLoone J, Fleming C, Butow P, Daniel G, Cohn RJ

Student: Daniel, Gunar
Supervisor: Dr Claire Wakefield
Title: Accommodation in pediatric oncology: Parental experiences, preferences and unmet needs
Poster: Congress journal for 44th Annual meeting of the International Society of Paediatric Oncology, London, United Kingdom, 2012
Authors: Ellis SJ, Fleming CAK, Wakefield CE, Daniel G, Cohn RJ
**Student:** Daniel, Gunar  
**Supervisor:** Dr Claire Wakefield  
**Title:** Perceptions of support received and needed by families of childhood cancer survivors recently off treatment  
**Poster:** 8th Annual Conference of the American Psychosocial Oncology Society, CA, USA, 2011  
**Authors:** Wakefield CE, McLoone JK, Fleming C, Butow P, Daniel G, Cohn RJ

**Student:** Dantanarayana, Nandu  
**Supervisor:** Prof Ian Harris  
**Title:** Spine surgery outcomes in a workers’ compensation cohort  
**Article:** ANZ Journal of Surgery, 2012, 82(9):625-9  
**Authors:** Harris IA, Dantanarayana N, Naylor JM

**Student:** Handford, Cameron  
**Supervisor:** A/Prof Ute Vollmer-Conna  
**Title:** Empathy as a Function of Clinical Exposure - Reading Emotion in the Eyes  
**Article:** Public Library Of Science, PLoS One, 2013, 8(6): e65159  
**Authors:** Handford C, Lemon J, Grimm MC, Vollmer-Conna U

**Student:** Hansen, Kaitlyn Laing  
**Supervisor:** Prof Gerge Murrell  
**Title:** A randomised double blind clinical trial evaluating the effects of daily controlled vibration on the strength and range of movement of a shoulder following rotator cuff repair  
**Oral Presentation:** Australian Conference in Science and Medicine in Sport, Fremantle, 2011,  
**Authors:** Keighley G, Lam P, Hansen K, Murrell G

**Student:** Hansen, Kaitlyn Laing  
**Supervisor:** Prof Gerge Murrell  
**Title:** Effectiveness of vibration on pain following rotator cuff repair  
**Oral Presentation:** Australian Conference in Science and Medicine in Sport, Fremantle, 2011,  
**Authors:** Hansen K, Lam P, Keighley G, Murrell GAC

**Student:** Hansen, Kaitlyn Laing  
**Supervisor:** Prof Gerge Murrell  
**Title:** A randomised double blinded clinical control trial evaluating the effectiveness of daily vibration following arthroscopic rotator cuff repair. 4th International Compress on Physical Activity and Public Health  
**Oral Presentation:** 4th International Compress on Physical Activity and Public Health, Australian Conference of Science and Medicine in Sport, National Sports Injury Prevention Conference, Sydney, 2012,  
**Authors:** Lam PH, Hansen K, Keighley G, Briggs L, Murrell GAC

**Student:** Hilvert-Bruce, Zita  
**Supervisor:** Prof Gavin Andrews  
**Title:** Investigating trajectories of change in psychological distress amongst patients with depression and generalised anxiety disorder treated with internet cognitive behavioural therapy  
**Article:** Behaviour Research and Therapy, 2012, 50(6):374-80  
**Authors:** Sunderland M, Wong N, Hilvert-Bruce Z, Andrews G
Student: Hilvert-Bruce, Zita
Supervisor: Prof Gavin Andrews
Title: Adherence as a determinant of effectiveness of internet cognitive behavioural therapy for anxiety and depressive disorders
Article: Behaviour Research and Therapy, 2012, 50(7-8):463-8
Authors: Hilvert-Bruce Z, Rossouw PJ, Wong N, Sunderland M, Andrews G

Student: Ho, Karen Ka Wun
Supervisor: Dr Danforn Lim
Title: Combined oestrogen and progesterone for preventing miscarriage
Article: The Cochrane Library, 2013,
Authors: Danforn LCE, Wong WSF, Cheng NCL, Ho K

Student: Keighley, Geffrey
Supervisor: Prof Geroge Murrell
Title: A randomised double blind clinical trial evaluating the effects of daily controlled vibration on the strength and range of movement of a shoulder following rotator cuff repair
Oral Presentation: Australian Conference in Science and Medicine in Sport, Fremantle, 2011,
Authors: Keighley G, Lam P, Hansen K, Murrell G

Student: Keighley, Geffrey
Supervisor: Prof Geroge Murrell
Title: Effectiveness of vibration on pain following rotator cuff repair
Oral Presentation: Australian Conference in Science and Medicine in Sport, Fremantle, 2011,
Authors: Hansen K, Lam P, Keighley G, Murrell GAC

Student: Keighley, Geffrey
Supervisor: Prof Geroge Murrell
Title: A randomised double blinded clinical control trial evaluating the effectiveness of daily vibration following arthroscopic rotator cuff repair. 4th International Compress on Physical Activity and Public Health
Authors: Lam PH, Hansen K, Keighley G, Briggs L, Murrell GAC

Student: Khor, Candice
Supervisor: Dr Jeffrey Post
Title: Case report and evaluation of the frequency of the prozone phenomenon in syphilis serology - an infrequent but important laboratory phenomenon
Authors: Post JJ, Khor C, Furner V, Smith DE, Whybin LR, Robertson PW

Student: Kuehn, Rebecca
Supervisor: Prof Richard Taylor
Title: Cervical cancer incidence and mortality in Fiji 2003-2009
Authors: Kuehn R, Fong J, Taylor R, Gyaneshwar R, Carter K
Student: Kwan, Amy
Supervisor: Dr Sam Adie
Title: Cryotherapy following total knee replacement
Article: Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews, 2012, 12:9:CD007911
Authors: Adie S, Kwan A, Naylor JM, Harris IA, Mittal R

Student: Lam, Bonnie
Supervisor: Dr Kent Robinson
Title: Early emergency department representations
Authors: Robinson K, Lam B

Student: Lam, Paul
Supervisor: Dr Kersten K Koelsch
Title: Switching virally suppressed, treatment-experienced patients to a raltegravir-containing regimen does not alter levels of HIV-1 DNA
Authors: Lam YM, McBride KL, Amin J, Corderoy DV, Kelleher AD, Cooper DA, Koelsch KK

Student: Laube, Robyn
Supervisor: Prof James Colebatch
Title: Vestibular-dependent spinal reflexes evoked by brief lateral accelerations of the heads of standing subjects
Authors: Laube R, Govender S, Colebatch JG

Student: Lee, Vincent
Supervisor: Prof Caroline Rae
Title: Anodal transcranial direct current stimulation increases brain intracellular pH and modulates bioenergetics
Article: International Journal of Neuropsychopharmacology, 2013, 16(8):1695-706
Authors: Rae CD, Lee VH, Ordidge RJ, Alonzo A, Loo C

Student: Mak, Jackie Pui In
Supervisor: Dr Holly Seale
Title: Examining the knowledge, attitudes and practices of domestic and international university students towards seasonal and pandemic influenza
Authors: Seale H, Mak JP, Razee H, MacIntyre CR

Student: Millican, Jared Paul
Supervisor: Prof George Murrell
Title: Can handheld dynamometers diagnose partial-thickness rotator cuff tears?
Authors: Millican J, Murrell GAC
Osborne, Perdi
Supervisor: Prof Lisa Jackson-Pulver
Title: Giving Shape to Experience in an Urban Aboriginal Community: the Ngala Nanga Mai (We Dream) pARenT Group Program
Authors: Jersky M, Callaghan, L, Zwi K, Osborne P, Haswell-Elkins M, Fitzpatrick S, Freeman N

Osborne, Perdi
Supervisor: Prof Lisa Jackson-Pulver
Title: Evaluation of the Ngala Nanga Mai Parent Group program: methodology and preliminary findings
Poster: 3rd CRIAH Aboriginal Health Research Conference, Sydney, 2011,
Authors: Osborne P, Fitzpatrick S, Haswell M, Zwi K, Jersky M, Callaghan L, Jackson Pulver L

Palavra, Natalie
Supervisor: Prof Glenda Halliday
Title: Utility and limitations of Addenbrooke's Cognitive Examination-Revised for detecting mild cognitive impairment in Parkinson's disease
Article: Dementia and Geriatric Cognitive Disorders, 2011, 31(5):349-57
Authors: Komadina NC, Terpening Z, Huang Y, Halliday GM, Naismith SL, Lewis SJ

Rama, Shaun
Supervisor: Dr Usha Krishnan
Title: Role of pepsin assay in the clinical management of children with gastroesophageal reflux and respiratory symptoms
Oral Presentation: Annual scientific meeting of the European Society for Pediatric Gastroenterology, Hepatology and Nutrition, Stockholm, 2012,
Authors: Horsley E, Messina I, Rama S, Krishnan U

Rama, Shaun
Supervisor: Dr Usha Krishnan
Title: Role of pepsin assay in the clinical management of children with gastroesophageal reflux and respiratory symptoms
Poster: World Congress for Pediatric Gastroenterology, Hepatology and Nutrition, Taiwan, 2012,
Authors: Horsley E, Messina I, Rama S, Krishnan U

Tham, Ru Xing
Supervisor: Prof George Murrell
Title: Ultrasound changes after rotator cuff repair: is supraspinatus tendon thickness related to pain?
Article: Journal of Shoulder and Elbow Surgery, 2013, 22(8):e8-15
Authors: Tham ER, Briggs L, Murrell GA
Student: **Truong, Linda Ngoc**
Supervisor: Dr Holly Seale
Title: A qualitative study investigating knowledge and attitudes regarding human papillomavirus (HPV) and the HPV vaccine among parents of immunosuppressed children
Article: Vaccine, 2012, 30(49):7027-31
Authors: Seale H, Trung L, Mackie FE, Kennedy SE, Boros C, Marshall H, Tidswell J, Shaw PJ, Montgomery K, MacIntyre CR

Student: **Wee, Pang Ping**
Supervisor: A/Prof Judy Proudfoot
Title: Mobile mental health: review of the emerging field and proof of concept study
Authors: Harrison V, Proudfoot J, Wee PP, Parker G, Pavlovic DH, Manicavasagar V

Student: **Wickremaarachchi, Chathupa**
Supervisor: A/Prof Arun Krishnan
Title: Effects of axonal ion channel dysfunction on quality of life in type 2 diabetes
Article: Diabetes Care, 2013, 36(5):1272-7
Authors: Kwai NC, Arnold R, Wickremaarachchi C, Lin CS, Poynten AM, Kiernan MC, Krishnan AV

Student: **Wong, May**
Supervisor: Dr Yan Yu
Title: microRNA-34 family and treatment of cancers with mutant or wild-type p53 (Review)
Authors: Wong MY, Yu Y, Walsh WR, Yang JL

Student: **Wong, May**
Supervisor: Dr Yan Yu
Title: 11 kGy gamma irradiated demineralised bone matrix enhances osteoclast activity
Article: European Journal of Orthopaedic Surgery & Traumatology, 2013,
Authors: Wong MY, Yu Y, Yang JL, Woolford T, Morgan DAF, Walsh WR

Student: **Wong, May**
Supervisor: Dr Yan Yu
Title: In vivo evaluation of the osteoinductivity of gamma irradiated and non-irradiated demineralised bone matrix in nude rats
Authors: Wong MY, Yu Y, Yang JL, Walsh WR

Student: **Wong, May Yue Wai**
Supervisor: Dr Yan Yu
Title: microRNA-34 family and treatment of cancers with mutant or wild-type p53 (Review)
Authors: Wong MY, Yu Y, Walsh WR, Yang JL
Student: Wong, Sophia  
Supervisor: Prof Jamie Vandenberg  
Title: Hydrophobic interactions between the voltage sensor and pore mediate inactivation in Kv11.1 channels  
Article: Journal of General Physiology, 2013, 142(3):275-88  
Authors: Perry MD, Wong S, Ng CA, Vandenberg JI

Student: Yeung, Wing-Chi Gigi  
Supervisor: A/Prof Maria Craig  
Title: Enterovirus infection and type 1 diabetes mellitus: systematic review and meta-analysis of observational molecular studies  
Article: British Medical Journal, 2011, 342  
Authors: Yeung WCG, Rawlinson WD, Craig ME

Student: Yoong, Su Lynn  
Supervisor: Dr Claire Wakefield  
Title: Parental sleep experiences on the pediatric oncology ward  
Article: Supportive Care in Cancer, 2013, 21(2):557-64  
Authors: McLoone JK, Wakefield CE, Yoong SL, Cohn RJ

Student: Yoong, Su Lynn  
Supervisor: Dr Claire Wakefield  
Title: Parental Sleep Experiences on the Paediatric Oncology Ward  
Oral Presentation: 13th Annual World Congress of Psycho-Oncology, Antalya, Turkey, 2011,  
Authors: McLoone JK, Wakefield CE, Yoong SL, Cohn RJ

Student: Yoong, Su Lynn  
Supervisor: Dr Claire Wakefield  
Title: On-ward sleep experiences of parents of children with cancer  
Poster: Clinical Oncological Society of Australia (COSA), 38th Annual Scientific Meeting, Perth, 2011,  
Authors: Wakefield CE, McLoone JK, Yoong SL, Cohn RJ

Student: Yoong, Su Lynn  
Supervisor: Dr Claire Wakefield  
Title: How much sleep are parents getting on the pediatric oncology ward?  
Poster: 43rd Congress of the International Society of Paediatric Oncology (SIOP), Auckland, 2011,  
Authors: Wakefield CE, McLoone JK, Yoong SL, Cohn RJ

Student: Zhou, Yi Zhou  
Supervisor: Dr Bettina Meiser  
Title: Attitudes of medical genetics practitioners and psychiatrists toward communicating with patients about genetic risk for psychiatric disorders  
Authors: Zhou S, Meiser B, Wilde A, Mitchell PB, Barlow-Stewart K, Schofield PR